
Europe's summer travel
strikes: When, where and what
disruption you can expect in
August

Is Dominican Republic Safe?
Travel Advisory 2023

Travel warning for Britons as they
could face huge fines abroad -
Spain, Italy and Greece
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summer-travel-strikes-when-where-and-what-disruption-you-
can-expect-in-august

Europe is a hive of strike action right now, with many employees
unhappy that sky-high inflation has not been matched by higher
wages.

The Dominican Republic is sometimes not all about exploring a tropical
paradise. When travelers are not careful, they can fall victim to a violent
crime or island scam.

If visiting some popular European hotspots, travellers should be
wary of some laws that could potentially catch them out.
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Hundreds of flights canceled
as storm hits the West Coast

American Airlines Announces
New Routes for Summer 2024

This Passport Expediting Service
Will Send You a New One in Up to 3
Days — or Give You Your Money
Back (USA)

More than 4,500 flights are delayed or canceled across the US on
Sunday evening as California continues to brace for the impact
from Tropical Storm Hilary. Many of the flights originated from or
were headed to destinations in California or nearby states.

American Airlines is already planning for summer 2024. And they’re
doing so by announcing four entirely new routes and resurrecting
another route

TCIBTvisas is offering a money back guarantee on its expediting
fee if they can't turn your passport around in time.
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Woman Fined $1,200 for
Failing to Declare Rose in
Australia

53 Simple Tips That Will Improve
Your Air Travel Experience

A woman who is a noted traveler and posts often on Instagram
about her adventures is at the center of an unexpected adventure.

You can't control the weather or delays, but you can set yourself up for
comfort while in the air..
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